
Fill in the blank : 
  
“Life is ____________” 
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1 These are the words of the teacher, the 
son of David, king in Jerusalem. 
2    Life is fleeting, like a passing mist. 
It is like trying to catch hold of a breath; 
All vanishes like a vapor;  
everything is a great vanity. 
 



3     What good does it do anyone to work so 
hard again and again, 
sun up to sundown? All his labor to  
gain but a little? 
4     One generation comes, another goes; 
but the earth continues to remain. 
5     The sun rises and the sun sets, 
laboring to come up quickly  
to its place again and again. 



6     The wind in its travels blows toward  
the south, then swings back around  
to the north. Back and forth, 
returning in its circuit again and again. 
7     All rivers flow to the sea, 
but the sea is never full. 
To the place where the rivers flow, 
there the water returns to flow once again. 
 



8     Words, words, words! So many words! 
They are wearisome things; 
and yet people cannot refrain from  
speaking. No eye has ever surveyed  
the world and said, “I have seen enough”; 
no ear has ever listened to creation and  
said, “I have heard enough.” 
 



9     What has been, that will be; 
what has been done, that will be done. 
Nothing is new under the sun; 
the future only repeats the past. 
10     One person may say of some idea, 
“Pay attention to this; it’s original!” 
But that same idea has already  
been expressed; it’s been with  
us through the ages. 
 



11  We do not remember those people and  
events of long ago,  
as future generations will not remember  
what is yet to come. 
12 I, the teacher, was king over Israel in  
Jerusalem.  



12 I, the teacher, was king over  
Israel in Jerusalem.  
13 I decided to seek out and  
study the wisdom of the ages,  
of all that had been done under  
the heavens.  
I soon discovered the harsh realities of  
the work God has given us that keeps us  
so busy.  



14 I have witnessed all that is done  
under the sun, and indeed,  
all is fleeting, like trying to  
embrace the wind. 
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2    Life is fleeting 
 



2    Life is fleeting,  
like a passing mist. 
 



2    Life is fleeting,  
like a passing mist. 
It is like trying to catch hold of a breath; 
 



2    Life is fleeting,  
like a passing mist. 
It is like trying to catch hold of a breath; 
All vanishes like a vapor 
 



2    Life is fleeting,  
like a passing mist. 
It is like trying to catch hold of a breath; 
All vanishes like a vapor;  
everything is a great vanity. 



Literally      Figuratively 
mist                 fleeting 
breath             vanity 
vapor 
 



KJV = vanity 
NIV = meaningless 
CJB = pointless  
CEV = nonsense 
NCV = useless 
 



AMP = vapor 
MSG= smoke 
ALT = merest breath 
 



1 These are the words  
of the teacher,  
the son of David,  
king in Jerusalem. 



24 And the whole earth sought  
the presence of Solomon  
to hear his wisdom,  
which God had put into his mind. 
 



23 Thus King Solomon  
excelled all the kings of the earth  
in riches … 
 



 3 He had 700 wives,  
who were princesses,  
and 300 concubines.  
 



3 ... And his wives turned away his heart.  
4 For when Solomon was old  
his wives turned away his heart  
after other gods,  
and his heart was not wholly true  
to the LORD his God,  
as was the heart of David his father. 
 



14 I have witnessed all  
that is done under the sun,  
and indeed, all is fleeting,  
like trying to embrace the wind. 
 



27 Look at this!  
After investigating the matter thoroughly  
to find out why things are as they are …  
29 Here is what I have figured out:  
God made humanity for good,  
but we humans go out  
and scheme our way into trouble. 
 



29 One thing I have learned: 
God made people good, 
but they have found  
all kinds of ways to be bad.” 
 



4 … Solomon …  
turned away his heart  
after other gods,  
and his heart was not wholly true  
to the LORD his God,  
as was the heart of David his father. 
 













“The question is not, 
‘Do we worship?’ 
The question is, 
‘Who or what do we worship?’” 
  
-- Pastor Pete Wilson,  
    “Empty Promises” 
 



 “Our longing souls  
will never discover true satisfaction  
until we turn to Him.  
And whenever we attempt  
to find fulfillment elsewhere,  
we open ourselves up to a world  
of futility and frustration.” 
  
-- Pastor Pete Wilson,  
    “Empty Promises” 
 



“I believe the yearning for more 
… that drive to worship 
is designed to impel us  
into proper relationship 
with The One who can fulfill 
our deepest desires.” 
  
-- Pastor Pete Wilson,  
    “Empty Promises” 
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Figure out what it is 
that you are worshipping  
in place of God 
 



Figure out what need that is meeting,  
and how God offers to meet it. 
 



Go! 
Go get it met in Jesus way! 
 



If you cannot break  
the hold it has on you by yourself,  
get others to help you 
 



Fantasy Baseball 
 



Figure out what it is 
that you are worshipping  
in place of God 



Figure out what need that is meeting,  
and how God offers to meet it. 
 



Go! 
Go get it met in Jesus way! 
 



If you cannot break  
the hold it has on you by yourself,  
get others to help you 
 



14 I have witnessed all  
that is done under the sun,  
and indeed, all is fleeting,  
like trying to embrace the wind.            ҉ 
 



22 What exactly do people get  
out of all their work and all the stresses  
they put themselves through  
here under the sun?  
 



23 For every day is filled with pain  
and every job has its own problems,  
and there are nights when the mind  
doesn’t stop and rest.  
And once again, this is fleeting.  
 



24 There is nothing better  
than for people to eat and drink  
and to see the good in their hard work.  
These beautiful gifts, I realized, too,  
come from God’s hand.  



26 To those who seek to please God,  
He gives wisdom  
and knowledge  
and joyfulness  
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